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Imported but not delivered: the
construction of modern domesticity
and the spatial politics of mass
housing in 1930s’ Ankara

Kıvanç Kılınç Department of Architecture, Faculty of Fine Arts and

Design, Izmir University of Economics, Turkey

The social history of the ‘modern house’ in the early years of the Turkish Republic has pre-

dominantly been told as the story of the affluent. This group’s residential, professional and

entertainment culture became a prime marker of modernisation whereas Turkish architec-

tural historians have limited their research largely to the ‘cubic style’ single family houses

built for and by the upper and middle classes. But can these models explain the complexity

of the ‘modern house’ in 1930s’ Turkey? How did architectural layouts, when transferred to

different social, cultural and spatial contexts, contribute to the production of gendered

divisions? My article adopts domesticity, gender and class as a framework to identify the

emergence of ‘indigenous’ forms of modern architecture and urbanism in early republican

Ankara. Analysing the Workers’ Houses Settlement (1938), I argue that although individual

units were characterised by minimalised spatial configurations, the layouts significantly

deviated from Western models. Furthermore, by appropriating localised building traditions

and living with extended families, lower-income residents shifted the widely disseminated

image of the middle-class ideal of domesticity imported from Central and Western Europe,

which has become integral to Turkey’s official discourse of modernism since the 1930s.

Introduction1

The social history of the ‘modern house’ in early

republican Turkey has predominantly been told as

the story of the affluent.2 This group’s residential,

professional and entertainment culture became a

prime marker of modernisation and the debates

have been limited, for the most part, to the single-

family houses built by or for the upper and middle

classes, and to the normative models of domesticity

that this manufactured.3 But can these models

explain the complexity of the ‘modern house’ in

1930s’ Turkey? How did architectural layouts and

certain types of architectural spaces, when trans-

ferred to different social, cultural and spatial con-

texts, contribute to the production of gendered

divisions? More specifically, what role did the

agency of lower-income families play in reprodu-

cing, appropriating, but also altering the official

representations of the nuclear family based on

the middle-class ideal of domesticity? Were they

instances, enabled by architectural spaces and

their unpremeditated interpretations, which made

possible a reevaluation of ‘domesticity in critical

and potentially liberating terms’?4

By not deliberating many of these questions,

Turkish scholars have reproduced Eurocentric narra-

tives of linear historical progress by defining mod-

ernisation as the process and intellectual property

of social groups, segments, nations and countries

at the ‘centre’, which would only later be followed

by others at the ‘periphery’.5 Adopting a theory of

modernisation that identified it with Westernisation,
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architectural historians have problematised select

examples of architecture inhabited largely by the

upper and middle classes.6 Likewise, by embracing

a cultural feminist approach, the majority of feminist

studies on the architectural culture of the early

republic have focused on elite women’s experience

of ‘emancipation’ and the limited scope of legal

reforms in Turkey which, they claimed, were

applied ‘from above’.7 Recent scholarship, and par-

ticularly examples that are situated within a growing

tradition of postcolonial literature on urbanism and

architecture, however, has underlined a paradigm

shift in understanding modernisation theory.8 For

instance, in Spaces of Global Cultures: Architecture,

Urbanism, Identity, Anthony D. King refers to ‘the

increasing acceptance of a pluralist notion of moder-

nity’, which goes beyond and challenges the binary

opposition between ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’.

According to King, the definition of modernity

based on temporal linearity is being replaced with

a mutually constituted cross-cultural experience

marked by social actors’ active remaking of spaces.9

To this end, by starting from the position that the

story of modernity is a multi-sited one, this article

adopts domesticity, gender and class as a frame-

work for viewing the emergence of nuanced forms

of modern architecture and urbanism in early twen-

tieth-century Ankara.10 The discussion proposes

that, as the analysis of floor plans applied to

upper- and middle-class blocks of flats and single-

family houses in Ankara suggests, far from a

unitary category in itself, the ‘modern house’ had

many forms and housed a variety of gender

regimes. More specifically, through the examination

of a housing settlement built in Ankara in the 1930s

for lower-income groups, it is shown that the

layouts and forms clearly indebted to the pre-War

versions of Siedlungen (experimental mass-housing

quarters in Weimar Germany) were put into

context in myriad ways, creating ‘indigenous’

spatial trajectories.

Built at the heart of the newly formed nation-

state’s capital city, this project was the Workers’

Houses Settlement (İki Lojmanlı İşçi Evleri) which

will hereafter be referred to as the Workers’

Houses. The development was commissioned by

the Turkish government to accommodate the

employees of the Turkish State Railways (TCDD) in

the vicinity of the Central Railway Station (popularly

known as ‘Gar’).11 The settlement plan, composed

of sixteen identical one-storey semi-detached

housing units, was designed to house thirty-two

families. Built alongside various recreational, cultural

and social facilities, the individual units in the

Workers’ Houses were characterised by minimalised

spatial configurations, promoting the modern

nuclear family as an ideal (figs 1, 2).

The project, however, was much smaller than

major mass-housing settlements built in Central

and Western Europe in the 1920s and was not a

direct importation; the layouts deviated from the

types commonly applied to European counterparts.

Furthermore, by inhabiting the homes as extended

families and by appropriating localised building tra-

ditions, lower-income families shifted the much-dis-

seminated image of the middle-class ideal of

domesticity adopted from the West, which

became integral to the official discourse of modern-

ism in 1930s’ Turkey. More specifically, while the use

of entrance, main and secondary halls strengthened
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Figure 1. Dimitri

Petousis, The Workers’

Housing Settlement,

Ankara, 1938-39, site

plan (Turkish State

Railways/TCDD

Archive, Ankara).

Figure 2. Dimitri

Petousis, The Workers’

Housing Settlement,

Ankara, 1938-39, view

from the settlement;

second floors built in

1979 (photograph by

the Author).
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the division between the public and private spheres

in upper- and middle-class residential culture in

1930s’ Ankara, in the Workers’ Houses it appeared

to create just the opposite effect, fostering a more

common life between the family members and

amongst neighbours.

Whose ‘housing problem’ is it? The

construction of lower-middle income

households in 1930s’ Ankara

According to official accounts, contrary to the few

and insufficient attempts to improve the status of

women in law, education and society in the nine-

teenth century, the ‘woman’s cause’ received the

most enthusiastic official support after the Turkish

Republic was founded on the ideals of a modern,

secular nation-state in 1923.12 In the two decades

following its designation as the new capital city,

Ankara became the centre of Turkey’s construction

efforts and a popular destination for émigré archi-

tects from German-speaking countries.13 In parallel

with increased political backing, the image of the

western-looking woman posing in her ‘modern

house’, working in major public buildings and enjoy-

ing the new urban life in Ankara’s well-lit streets

became one of the most emblematic represen-

tations of the state-sanctioned project of ‘women’s

emancipation’ in 1930s’ Turkey.

The ‘republican woman’, a canonical image that

shaped Ankara’s national imagination during the

early years of the Turkish Republic, was also

echoed in the way the architectural and aesthetic

properties of the ‘modern house’ were defined.14

In ‘Tenuous Boundaries’, Gülsüm Baydar, a promi-

nent Turkish architectural historian, has argued

that in early republican Turkey ‘the modern house

played an active role not only in producing the pris-

tine image of the modern nation but also the pater-

nalistic mechanisms in its construction’.15 In popular

journals and women’s magazines, the modern

house was depicted as the ideal home for the

modern, nuclear, conjugal family with a working

father and an educated, Western-looking, caring

mother/housewife, whose life was centred on her

home and children regardless of her actual pro-

fession.16 Usually imagined as single-family homes

in the garden-city model, and depicted with ‘moder-

nist’ interior spaces decorated with ‘cubic’ furniture,

the modern house became a metaphor for the

modern nation constantly referred to by republican

intellectuals; it was consistently identified in the

republican imaginary with ‘contemporary life’.17

In spite of apparent enthusiasm about the

‘modern house’ as an overarching, almost generic,

image in contemporary journals, in the 1930s

there was no monolithic understanding of the so-

called ‘Western concept of family life’ in Ankara,

but rather variations created by alternate visions

and practices. The burgeoning upper-middle class

produced diverse types and forms of housing. But

more importantly, the ‘modern house’ was not

limited to types predominantly occupied by the

power elite ranging from orta halli (middle class)

civil servants to yüksek tabaka (upper class) bureau-

crats.

In government documents, the term ‘housing

crisis’ (mesken buhranı) was used as early as

1924.18 Beginning from the late 1920s, intellec-

tuals, bureaucrats and architects published reports,

articles and questionnaires directed at finding a sol-
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ution to the problem of housing, especially for

lower-middle-class families and civil servants. Some

of these publications proposed direct government

intervention and the construction of multi-storey

blocks in addition to small detached and twin

single-family houses.19 Cheap credits, rent control

and rent allowance were seen as major tools to

avoid expensive housing.20 Debates ranged from

the right form of housing for Turkish families to

case studies on various examples in Germany,

England, Belgium and France, and immediate trans-

lations of books covering the ‘housing problem’ in

Europe.21

For instance, Behçet Ünsal, architect, critic and

one of the well-known contributors to Arkitekt,

the most influential architectural journal in Turkey

in the 1930s, wrote in 1935 that ‘the purpose of

today’s architecture is . . . to solve the problems of

the peasant, worker, and the people who are

living in unhealthy and substandard conditions.’

For Ünsal the home was nothing less than ‘the

subject matter of the new architecture’.22 As stat-

istics have also indicated, Ankara was at the centre

of the housing problem. In the first fifteen years of

the republic, however, except for a few attempts,

examples of mass housing similar to those in

Central and Western Europe did not exist.23 There

were never sufficient funds, infrastructure, industry

and standardisation of materials in Turkey for such

grand schemes to be built. Furthermore, the devas-

tating economic effects of the Second World War

radically diminished building activity in the city

between 1939 and 1945. ‘Low-cost housing’ was

elevated to a top priority for the Turkish government

and was officially embraced by the ruling party

(Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi: The Republican People’s

Party) in a declaration by its Parliamentary Group

in 1944.24 Therefore, it was not until the end of

the 1940s, when European policies for the ‘social

welfare state’ were echoed in Turkey, that the

state’s role in the production of housing increased.25

At this juncture, it is necessary to mention that the

mass-housing settlements, which became influential

in the construction or planning of co-operative

housing and various other government subsidised

housing in Ankara, were shaped by considerably

different circumstances than in Weimar Germany.

According to Manfredo Tafuri, the Siedlungen—

‘utopias actually built at the edge of an urban

reality very little conditioned by them’—were

powered by ‘the unification of administrative

power and intellectual proposals’. Progressive archi-

tects and city planners such as Ernst May, Martin

Wagner, Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky and Bruno

Taut ‘had political appointments in the adminis-

tration of social-democratic cities’.26 In Weimar

Germany, the struggle for workers’ rights, socialist

democratic ideals and recurring arguments on the

shape of the family merged with the growth of

industrial production and the new techniques

applied to mass housing.27 In Ankara, the demand

for housing stemmed, mostly, from the rapid

increase of the city’s population because of a flow

of bureaucrats from Istanbul, and internal migration

which begot the emergence of shanty towns at the

outer edges of the city.28

One solution to the problem of housing shortages

was to produce ‘housing cooperatives’. By 1960, the

number of cooperative estates was 184.29 Hermann

Jansen, the city planner of Ankara, believed that
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these settlements were suitable especially for

middle-class families and he reserved large areas

for them in the south-west zone.30 On the other

hand, although the idea behind promoting

housing cooperatives was to provide affordable

housing for lower- and middle-income civil servants

and to solve the emergent housing problem, devel-

opers soon altered the idea to create private com-

munities for wealthier groups adjacent to the

planned city.31 Formed by influential bureaucrats,

higher-rank civil servants, wealthy local merchants,

members of parliament, engineers, school directors

and university professors, these enclaves were built

on cheap land on the outskirts of the city and

were designed by famous architects.32 For exactly

this reason, during the 1940s government reports

and popular journals repeatedly suggested that the

government should take the initiative in providing

‘cheap land’ and reforming existing housing coop-

eratives that did not have a social mission.33

In short, the building stock produced in Ankara

as well as other major cities in Turkey during the

first two decades of the republic was less than

adequate for the needs of citizens.34 Furthermore,

most ‘lower-class’ housing in 1930s’ and 1940s’

Ankara consisted of prestigious and high-quality

buildings with modern utilities, and high-income

groups inhabited them eventually, if not from the

beginning.35 Since the government subsidised

them, higher-income civil servants could more

easily manage the cost of living during the inter-

war years and after, and afford decent

housing.36 For lower-income civil servants,

options were limited to living in old houses

around the citadel, in squatter settlements at the

city’s outskirts or in a limited number of ‘lodge-

ments’ (housing units).37

A small-scale pre-war ‘Siedlung’ in Ankara: the

Workers’ Houses settlement

One of the first exceptions to the lack of policy for-

mation for developing sufficient housing in Ankara

was the Workers’ Houses designed by a European-

trained Greek architect Dimitri Petousis. Petousis

was born in Istanbul in 1906. He studied at the

Ecole Spéciale des Travaux Publics (ESTP) from

1929 to 1934, one of the oldest technical schools

in France, and graduated with an architecture-

engineering degree. Employed in The Turkish State

Railways (Devlet Demiryollar ve Limanları İşletme

Umum Müdürlüğü) in 1938, he was later involved

in the design and implementation of many industrial

building projects in Turkey.38

From a bird’s-eye-view, the Workers’ Houses

seemed as if a couple of blocks in the never-built

‘Workers’ Quarter’ (Amele Mahallesi) located in

the northwestern parts of the city had been trans-

planted to the railway station along its adjacent

street and allotments (Fig. 3).39 The Workers’

Quarter was one of the major components of

Jansen’s original city plan for Ankara. The site plan,

according to Esra Akcan, was ‘a common organis-

ation in the pre-war garden cities and Siedlungen

of Germany, which envisioned that industrial

workers would also be engaged in agricultural

activities’.40 Jansen’s project also applied the idea

of being closer to nature as a means to spiritual

and physical health.41 The quarter consisted of

three types, Das Reihenhaus, Das Kleine Dopplehaus

and Das Grosze Doppelhaus. The first was the ter-
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raced-house type, and the others were different ver-

sions of ‘double houses’. Individual units were a

single storey high; minimally designed interiors,

with ‘lavatories opening to the outside’, were

placed in relatively large gardens.42

By the end of the 1930s, for the majority of

republican intellectuals Siedlungen seemed to be

the ‘appropriate model of housing’ for Turkey, not

only for lower-income groups but for all social seg-

ments. The best-known examples of Siedlungen

were built in Frankfurt and Berlin during the 1920s

and early 1930s. The planning concept followed

Garden City principles and was based on the

theme of the minimum, efficient house and subsis-

tence. The target groups were the large masses of

lower- and working-class families who lived in

degraded conditions packed in dense, unhealthy

building blocks.43 Individual homes were character-

ised by rationalised kitchens applying Taylorist

principles to the organisation of domestic space,

simplified interiors, standardised exterior design

and ‘nature-bound’ planning.44 Not surprisingly

Turkish architects saw Siedlung as a building type

that was still connected to people’s rural roots.45

The remedy for both closely packed ‘modern’ flats

and the old neighbourhoods filled with narrow

roads and the blind alleys of Istanbul seems to

have been found in Weimar Germany.46 Bruno

Taut’s and Ernst May’s projects were cited in Arkitekt

as model economic, healthy and modern mass-
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Figure 3. Hermann

Jansen, The Unbuilt

Workers’ Quarter

(‘Amele Mahallesi’),

Ankara, perspective

drawing

(Architekturmuseum

der Technischen

Universität Berlin in der

Universitätsbibliothek).
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housing settlements surrounded by gardens and

public parks, but that equally took advantage of

urban life.47 In ‘Yeni Şehirlerin İnkişafı ve

“Siedlung”lar’ (‘The Construction of New Cities

and the “Siedlungen”’), Burhan Arif, another contri-

butor to Arkitekt, wrote that in Germany there was

hardly any Siedlung with tenements higher than

three or four floors. Mentioning Martin Wagner

and May, and referring to houses both affordable

and comfortable, he added that people tended to

move to these settlements from crowded city

centres.48 In other words, Turkish architects’ critique

of urban flats was linked, via Germany, to the

‘global anti-urban ideology’ that shaped Ebenezer

Howard’s canonical work on Garden Cities.49

Similarly to the individual units in Jansen’s project,

the twin houses in the Workers’ Houses were

one-storey-high buildings with pitched roofs, and

were built alongside gardens. Constructed along

the railway that connected Ankara to Istanbul,

the settlement was a ten-minute walk from the

Central Railway Station, its club and restaurant,

barber’s shop, the kiosk and other settlements.

Each house was connected to the street by a

common front courtyard and small entrance balco-

nies. Because of the pergolas added to the front

courtyard by one of the tenants, the street was

named the Pergola Street (Çardak Sokak; Fig. 4).50

Remaining faithful to garden-city ideals, the

kitchen was placed at the front, connecting to the

front courtyard, the street and the adjoining fields,

where the occupants grew vegetables. In the

interior, the kitchen was linked to the small entrance

balcony and the pantry directly, and to the hall and

other rooms through a small L-shaped corridor. The

bathroom and wc were off the same corridor. Indi-

vidual units provided minimal but sufficient space

for a family with two or three children. Blueprints

show that the hall occupied the largest space in

the house. The sitting room and the hall seem to

be connected with a partition wall or a screen,

implying that these spaces might also be used as

one large space (figs 5, 6).51

Providing large open spaces for recreation, priori-

tising exposure to the sun, placing the kitchens

facing and in direct relationship to the garden, and

supporting the cultivation of vegetables for the

household were some of the similarities that those

who lived in May’s and Taut’s designs for mass-

housing developments in major German cities and

the Workers’ Houses in Ankara shared.52 However,

the settlement was occupied predominantly by

lower- and lower-middle income civil servants

rather than workers. Responding to the working-

class needs was not the main priority for the repub-

lican regime. As Ernst Reuter has argued, Turkey

needed ‘a potent and reliable civil servant class’

instead.53 Moreover, Ankara was not facing the

problems of a typical industrial city arising from a

growing labouring class.

Apart from the class background of residents,

Petousis’s design for the Workers’ Houses signifi-

cantly also deviated from its German-speaking

models by having a spacious main ‘hall’ as the

largest room in the house. The architects of Siedlun-

gen rejected the idea of the hall or parlour as a sep-

arate room; minimal entrance halls or short corridors

replaced it, thus dissolving the strict boundaries

dividing so-called ‘male’ and ‘female’ spaces. In

The New Dwelling, Taut wrote that simple interiors
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‘will create a constant order in the dwelling, which

will do away with the useless formality of having a

parlour.’54 Typologically, this central hall in the

Workers’ Houses derived from the sofa in the so-

called traditional ‘Ottoman/Turkish House’.55 The

sofa, commonly defined as a central hall where

guests were received and the family was enter-

tained, was present in most upper-class houses

built in the Ottoman Empire until the end of nine-

teenth century. According to Sedad Hakkı Eldem, a

much-renowned Turkish architect, it was one of

the essential, common features characterising the

‘Turkish House’ and its different types. In his canoni-

cal book Türk Evi Plan Tipleri (‘The Plan Types of the

Turkish House’), Eldem classified ‘traditional Turkish

houses’ according to the presence, location and

different forms of this centralised space.56 Although

varied in type, the sofa was usually located in the
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Figure 4. Dimitri

Petousis, The Workers’

Housing Settlement,

Ankara, 1938-39, view

from the street and

individual housing units

(photograph by the

Author).
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middle of the upper floor, to which all rooms had

direct access.57

As Yasemin İnce Güney has well documented in

‘Appropriated A La Franga’, the sofa in ‘traditional’

Turkish houses was transmitted to urban flats as the

main hall and it was employed by many Turkish

architects during the 1920s.58 For instance, in the

blocks of flats designed by Arif Hikmet (Koyunoğlu)

in Ankara in the 1920s, both the main entrance and

the rooms, including the bedrooms, opened directly

to a single main hall. Güney has also argued that in

such diagrams ‘sectoral differentiation of spaces’

could not be established as the individual flats in

the buildings lacked the ‘topological distance pro-

vided by the level difference’ in most traditional

housing, which were at least two storeys high.59

All other ‘buffer zones’ that guests had to pass

before reaching this central hall, such as the well-

protected streets of the neighbourhood, courtyards,

or the first floor and landings, did not existent in
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Figure 5. Dimitri

Petousis, The Workers’

Housing Settlement,

Ankara, 1938-39, floor

plan (Turkish State

Railways/TCDD

Archive, Ankara).
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such multi-family tenements. The boundary

between the so-called ‘public’ and ‘private’

spheres, a division well maintained in a traditional

dwelling, could be easily transgressed by simply

going into the building, or walking past the circula-

tion core to enter individual flats.60

Yet, starting in the early 1930s, the hall became

an integral part of the guest receiving/sitting room

in urban blocks of flats. In these schemes, an

entrance hall (antre) was added to the layouts,

which helped block an immediate view of the

interior upon entering the house. The entrance

hall was then linked to the main and secondary

halls or corridors. Likewise, bedrooms and bath-

rooms were connected to less-intimate or common

spaces only through secondary halls, open and

semi-closed terraces, winter gardens, short corridors

or sitting halls provided with coffee tables and

couches.61 Replacing a single centralised space

with a number of transitional and circulatory

spaces carried individualisation one step further.62

A similar transformation was present in single-

family houses and villas built during the 1930s,

where the varied use of the main hall played an

important role in the compartmentalisation of

spaces and consolidation of gendered divisions in

middle- and upper-class residences. For example,

in ‘Housing Project in Kavaklıdere’, designed by

A. Sabri and Emin Onat (1937), circulatory spaces

were further partitioned as the entrance hall, main

hall and sitting hall.63 The sitting hall was accessed

by five different double doors and contained a stair-

case as well as a fireplace. In spite of the heavy

traffic suggested by so many entrances, it was still

furnished with coffee tables and couches. A winter

garden and an ‘Oriental room’ (Şark Salonu) were
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Figure 6. Dimitri

Petousis, The Workers’

Housing Settlement,

Ankara, 1938-39, front

elevation (Turkish State

Railways/TCDD

Archive, Ankara).
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also linked to the hall. Another housing project,

designed by Leman Tomsu and Münevver Belen,

similarly featured the sofa as a comfortable rec-

reational room, decorated with flowers and con-

nected both to the study and the living room.64

The compartmentalisation of the interior in

1930s’ Ankara was related to the changing dwelling

habits of the emerging bourgeoisie. In ‘co-operative

houses’ and new urban blocks of flats (‘rental dwell-

ings’) alike, home-centred leisure activities, such as

‘mixed-gender entertaining—tea or cocktail parties

and especially dancing’65 took place in the main

halls, terraces and the guest rooms. Whilst the

guests were entertained, homes were protected

from their immediate social environments by a

great degree of detachedness provided by fenced

gardens and a number of buffer zones. In so

doing, the main hall eventually became part of

everyday luxury, a showroom for select guests and

a ‘social cachet’ attached to the home: the foun-

dation of ‘values so deeply embedded in bourgeois

culture’.66 At the same time, however, the hall

emerged in many lower-class housing projects

serving a different function. Rather than playing a

part in reinforcing the compartmentalisation of the

household, it facilitated the loosening and further

complication of well-established distinctions.

The Workers’ Houses built for the Turkish State

Railways provided one such example. While rooms

were still organised according to a basic division

between ‘proper places of familial order’ and

places of greater familial intimacy, because of the

central location of the hall, which served as a multi-

purpose room, the border between these spheres

could be much more easily transgressed than

those in upper-middle-class residences.67 The hall

and the sitting room were connected with a par-

tition wall or a screen, suggesting that these two

rooms might be used as one large space. Individual

units provided minimal but sufficient space for a

family with two to three children. There were two

doors entering the bedroom and almost all adjoining

rooms accessed each other. These qualities did not

leave much space for the compartmentalisation

and further partitioning of the house such as subur-

ban villas and large urban flats would provide. The

layout clearly fostered a more ‘extrovert’ life in the

household.

The missing dimension: inhabiting Workers’

Houses

Yet, as much as the architecture, it was the occu-

pants who traversed the boundaries between well-

established spheres of the bourgeois housing

culture and stretched the margins of given models

by effectively inhabiting the so-called public

domain: hitherto claimed by the urban middle

class alone. As contemporary feminist scholars

have persuasively debated, the distinction between

‘private’ and ‘public’ spheres is not fixed and is fre-

quently tempered by the users’ renegotiation of

visual and physical boundaries.68 In the Pursuit of

Pleasure, Jane Rendell has written that

As men and women traverse space, their positions

and pathways vary according to personal, social,

and cultural desires, and to relations of power,

class, race and nationality as well as sex, gender

and sexuality. The spatial patterns composed

between them, both materially and metaphori-

cally are choreographies of connection and separ-
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ation, screening and displaying, moving and

containing.69

For Rendell, ‘gender relations are articulated

spatially and visually, through movement and con-

tainment, viewer and viewed’.70 Moreover, there

are unwritten codes, social conventions and building

regulations, which, depending on the context, could

both unleash and reinforce certain domestic

models.71 The elusive nature of the public and

private split becomes further complicated in the

home. As one of the residents’ particular represen-

tations of his childhood spent in the neighbourhood

demonstrates, not only these well-established cat-

egories, but also the meanings attached to them,

‘constantly shift in accordance with the categories

of actors who inhabit space’.72

Ersin Arısoy lived in the Workers’ Houses, to

which the family moved immediately after his

birth, with his father, mother, sister, adopted sister,

elder brother and grandfather from 1940 to 1949

(Fig. 7). Arısoy’s father worked as a road inspector

for the Turkish State Railways.73 His accounts

reveal that the inhabitants further expanded the

boundaries between interior spaces that had been

blurred by the ambiguous positioning of the hall.

Arısoy claims that by using the front courtyard,

the street, parks nearby, the fields surrounding

the settlement and the facilities provided by the

Central Railway Station, his family lived in close

connection to their neighbours, and were involved

in many common activities. More importantly, inter-

mediate layers, such as courtyards, cul-de-sacs and

wooden lattice windows, which created physical

and visual boundaries in the so-called ‘traditional

Turkish House’, did not exist in 1930s’ Ankara.

Beyond collective programme: social and

domestic permeability

In Siedlungen, while the inhabitants were directed

to social activities outside the home, the interiors

were supposed to augment the well being of the

worker’s family and its ‘sense of privacy and owner-

ship’.74 Outside the inescapably more private realm

of the home, the designers of mass housing projects

in Central and Western Europe were after a

universal modernist space and harmony, proposed

as a solution to the urban problem. The open
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Figure 7. Dimitri

Petousis, The Workers’

Housing Settlement,

Ankara, 1940s;

photograph showing

Ersin Arısoy’s brother

and the houses in the

background (Ersin

Arısoy Personal

Collection).
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spaces were seen as ‘(a) theater[s] for collective

appropriation’, an urban planning ideal that, by

diagram, almost forced people to have a community

life by assigning specific functions to specific

places.75 Thus, mass-housing schemes would

enable workers to develop a collective ‘personal

identity’, which in Bruno Taut’s account would be

‘constructed through actions and dynamic perform-

ance’, rather than by attachment to daily objects.76

One way to accomplish this task was to create

simplified interiors.

Domestic spaces were central to the transform-

ation of dwelling culture at the same time as Taut,

May and Lihotzky ‘promoted the rationalisation of

the household as a means for the emancipation of

woman from the slavery of domestic work’.77

However, although the time spent on housework

was hypothetically reduced by the creation of

model kitchens, by centralised social organisations

that took on some ‘former family functions’ and

by bringing the ‘public’ world of industrial rationality

into the ‘private’ space of the home, the promotion

of the nuclear family ideal resulted in maintaining

gendered divisions at large.78 While modernised

interiors still mirrored the ‘visual order of man’, the

woman’s role as domestic manager could not be

radically altered.79 This was the vision that priori-

tised the nuclear family and the single family house-

hold, where ‘proper places of familial order, such

as conversation, dining, and study, are separated

from improper ones such as sexuality, dirt, and

hygiene’.80 Not surprisingly, most mass-housing

schemes were criticised for transferring middle-

class values of domesticity, privacy and the family

to the working class context. Furthermore, due to

high rents and increasing housekeeping costs,

some of the projects were eventually occupied by

more affluent groups.81

The palpable distance between the revolutionary

rhetoric of Lihotzky, May and Taut for housing the

working class in garden cities and the actualised

form of their utopia originated from the fact that

their designs were caught between competing

claims of class and gender in Germany. Lihotkzy,

for instance, had to work not only with social demo-

crat administrators and feminists but also with

members of conservative housewives’ leagues.82

This dilemma was best exemplified in the diversifica-

tion of the well-known Frankfurt Kitchen to include

housewives with maids.83 In sum, Lihotzky’s kitchen

on the whole represented an attempt to re-territor-

ialise the figure of the ‘New Woman’ in Germany, to

win her back to the home and her place in the

(re)productive machinery of capitalism.

While Siedlungen were characterised by carefully

denominated social and spatial categories, the

Workers’ Houses in Ankara were marked by the

social and domestic permeability of the homes and

the settlement.84 Multifunctional and more flexible

designs of open and closed spaces fostered a

community life where the use of ‘private space

becomes variable and socially engaged’.85 The

quality of social and domestic permeability was

enabled by the fact that the private realm was not

protected from the sociability of the public to the

extent that a typical Siedlung layout would

imagine. Furthermore, individual units of the

Workers’ Houses were occupied by extended

families. Familial relationships were strong and, in

most cases, at least one grandparent was part of
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the household.86 For instance Arısoy’s next-door

neighbour, Sadi Bey, who worked as draughtsman

and was not married, lived with his mother, his

sister and his sister’s two daughters: her other two

daughters would occasionally visit them, increasing

the population of the household to seven. In

another flat, where Arısoy’s close friend Aykut

lived with his three siblings, mother, father and

grandmother, the dwelling contained seven family

members, not counting any visitors.87

Inhabiting the residences in numbers larger than

was anticipated by the architectural project, it

seems that families had to rearrange their domestic

spaces on a daily basis. For instance, the Arısoy

family occupied the house considerably differently

than the layout suggested (Fig. 8). They used the

hall as both guest and dining room, but the

increased number of family members required its

conversion to a bedroom after nightfall. Both

Arısoy’s sister and adopted sister slept in the hall.

When relatives visited, it accommodated even

more people by functioning as a spare bedroom.

The small pantry next to the kitchen became

another bedroom, occupied by Arısoy’s grandfather.

After his death the elder brother was given the

room. It was barely sufficient to accommodate a

single bed and a small bed stand.88 Since usually

only one heater was used during the winter and a

second heater added only if there were visitors,

doors were usually kept open, and rooms stayed

connected to one another.89

The use of allotments, the reinstatement of the

sofa in layouts and living with extended families

increased women’s visibility. The family, as many

others, spent summer nights outside; parents and

the elderly sitting, children playing hide and seek,

and young boys and girls strolling the street and

socialising (figs 9, 10). During the day women gath-

ered informally to have tea and a chat.90 Another

settlement in the vicinity was occupied by higher-

ranking civil servants employed in the State Railways

and visits between the two neighbourhoods were

routine.91 Furthermore, the nearby club run by

Turkish State Railways was occasionally booked for

workers and their families. Activities such as New

Year’s Day celebrations, as well as engagement

and wedding ceremonies, were held in the club.

Even though it was known as a superior location

that customarily catered to the upper strata and

was frequented by elite women until the 1960s,

the club also served other social groups and

offered its facilities for weddings, banquets and

dinner parties.92

Beyond the Turkish Railway’s own facilities, there

were a number of alternative venues, which were

also used largely by lower-middle and middle-class

families for similar forms of entertainment. One of

them was the People’s House (Halkevi) in Ulus. In

the early 1940s, Arısoy’s sister Bedia got married

to a TCDD employee and the ceremony took place

in the People’s House.93 The People’s House in

Ankara, designed by the Turkish architect Arif

Hikmet Koyunoğlu (1927–1930), was an early

example of these iconic public institutions through

which the government aimed to popularise

reforms. Feminist scholars in Turkey have argued

that during the early years of the republic, family

metaphors were frequently used to provide the

basis for the legitimisation of the ‘national unity’

that was necessary to maintain the strength,
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health and continuity of society.94 Major republican

institutions such as ‘People’s Houses’ in cities and

‘People’s Reading Rooms’ (Halk Okuma Odaları) in

the case of rural areas, used family connotations

to foster the significance of the nuclear family as a

model for the nation.95

Other recreational activities included frequenting

cinemas in Ulus, watching football games in the

Stadium located at a convenient distance and

making short trips to the Second Turkish National

Assembly to enjoy its public garden. The Youth

Park was another significant recreational area. It

was located along Station Avenue (İstasyon

Caddesi), which connected the Central Railway

Station to Ulus, the Ankara Palas Hotel and the

Second National Assembly, and was usually visited

for day-long picnics in the company of relatives

and friends.96 According to Burcu Yılmaz, The

Youth Park represented an attempt to build a

proper leisure centre for the new middle class. Its
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Figure 8. Dimitri

Petousis, The Workers’

Housing Settlement,

Ankara, 1938-39, floor

plan; rendering by Ersin

Arısoy on a copy of the

original blueprints,

2008 (the floor plan is

upside down: 1:

bedroom, 2: living

room, 3: bathroom, 4:

kitchen, 5: pantry, 6:

guest room/hall, 7:

entrance balcony).
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Gazino featured live music and dance; its artificial

lake and short-lived beach was a popular venue

during the 1940s.97 Residents could reach these

destinations either by walking along Station

Avenue or taking buses that regularly ran to Ulus

from the Station.

In addition, Arısoy’s family traveled to the Çubuk

Dam and to the Atatürk Forest Farm (AOÇ) at least

two or three times a year.98 The latter, referred as

the ‘countryside’ among family members, could be

visited by train. The former required a greater

effort in terms of transport since it was not any-

where near the railway. The Çubuk Dam area

became a favoured recreational spot for elites

during the 1930s, which, with its lake, artificial

island, restaurant, refreshment bar and club

(gazino) gave the impression of a ‘Swiss lake in min-

iature’.99 This popular recreation facility, and

especially its park, was also visited by lower-class

families. In the official media, such as the newspaper

Ulus, such encounters were frequently cited,

reminding the readers that the dam ‘was not built

for such people’, who would bring their charcoal,

grills and children to the park.100 As the columnists

of Ulus affirmed, the Çubuk Dam was the ‘Bosporus

of Ankara’ and was fulfilling the lack of a waterfront

in the capital to which elite migrants from Istanbul

were accustomed101
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Figure 9. Dimitri

Petousis, The Workers’

Housing Settlement,

Ankara, 1940s;

photograph showing

Ersin Arısoy’s brother

with his close family and

relatives (Ersin Arısoy

Personal Collection).
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Housing the non-elite mothers and daughters

of the Republic

Unlike the elite, residents of the Workers’ Houses

did not visit the ‘Bosporus of Ankara’ to compensate

for ‘the lack of a waterfront’ in Ankara. Arısoy’s

mother was one of the less ‘emancipated’ women

of the early republic, situated on the periphery of

the republican project. She worked from home,

doing needlework to contribute to the family

budget.102 Most women in the area were house-

wives and did not have any higher education. On

the other hand, at a time when many upper- and

middle-class housewives stayed in their fully

equipped flats all day—and their mobility was

conditioned by the contrast between the modern

transparent surfaces of their homes and the more

traditionally allocated internal spaces—women

who lived in the Workers’ Houses spent time

outside the home and socialised within their close

vicinity all day. Likewise, whereas elite women

mostly waited for special occasions (such as attend-

ing parties, clubs and ballrooms) to go out, the

allotments not only helped lower-income families

survive, but also increased the visibility of women

as well as their mobility.103

In Gendered Spaces, Daphne Spain has written

that ‘new housing forms reflect changing family

ideals and with them new ideas of women’s and

men’s proper places’.104 As I have discussed in this

article, the transformation of common, circulatory

and gathering spaces, namely the sofa and main

hall, into a complex knit of translucent layers divid-

ing the public and the intimate, both signaled and

actively contributed to the making of the ‘proper’

upper-middle- and middle-class residential culture

in 1930s’ Ankara. On the contrary, in the Workers’

Houses, Petousis’s project sketched out a more

‘extrovert way of’ living for the family: providing a

spacious hall, linking the kitchen directly to the

outside and constructing an imaginary countryside

in a largely urban setting. Its planning principles

echoed both the Siedlungen in Germany and

Jansen’s scheme for the never-realised Workers’
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Figure 10. Dimitri

Petousis, The Workers’

Housing Settlement,

Ankara, 1940s;

photograph showing

Ersin Arısoy’s sister with

one of her friends in the

neighbourhood (Ersin

Arısoy Personal

Collection).
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Quarter in Ankara. Unlike the majority of mass-

housing projects of 1920s in Central and Western

Europe, however, the hall in Petousis’s design

occupied a large share of the space available,

which defied the principles of Existenzminimum,

while rendering the middle-class ideal of privacy

obsolete by forcing other rooms to remain less

individualised.105 In so doing, Petousis’s project

marked the formation of nuanced, varied and alter-

nate routes to the production of modern domes-

ticity in 1930s’ Ankara.

More importantly, as my paper has also shown, as

well as the architect’s curious reinstatement of the

hall or the close proximity of the settlement to the

city centre, public buildings, state schools and

major urban parks, it was the inhabitants who

actively participated in building a neighbourhood

that provided social and domestic permeability.

The significance of this permeability was that it

stood in clear contrast to the comfortable, but

mostly home-centred and fundamentally isolated,

residential and entertainment life of elite women.

In the end, it was this process that crafted the

‘republican woman’ in its multiplicity, just as the

process itself had been formed by the families

who, as active subjects, became involved in the

(re)making of their homes in unprecedented ways.
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